
JOURNAL #2 

GOALS 

 Continue integration 

 Start work on point to point commands 

 Create a protocol to send point to point commands 

 Integrate Bluetooth connectivity and thrust control with drawer system 

 Start implementation of a menu system in the app 

 Build the drawer and containers for the menu 

 Work on swipe input to open and close drawer 

 

 

RESEARCH 

My research has mainly been on Android development. I have struggled a lot with 

launching activities as intents. When you want to launch a new activity you have to make it 

an intent.  

 Intent i = new Intent(this, ActivityB.class); 

 

        final EditText editText1 = (EditText) 

                findViewById(R.id.editText1); 

        String myString = editText1.getText().toString(); 

        i.putExtra("qString", myString); 

        startActivity(i); 

 Launching an intent is a way to bring a different screen to the user and present them 

with new data. The best way to do this is to create a menu system. There are many different 

menu systems out there for Android. Many of them are custom and others are default. The 

basic idea behind these menu systems is that you have an Application Drawer that holds all 

of the activities as “pages”. You then create an activity that allows you to search through the 

drawers to find the right ones. Most of the research has been in regards to bug testing and 

fixing crashes that happen while searching through the application drawers. I have put a lot 

of effort into finding Null Pointer Errors and how I can avoid them.  

 

 



ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

In the picture below I have created a basic menu layout for the app. This menu will drive 

the app and allow all the user to navigate the app. I will be adding in more tabs that serve all 

of our needs. 

 

We have updated our packet sending protocol to allow is to send point to point navigation 

<send to, return address, packet type, packet length, information/> 

 

<002,001,c,24,02,123456789"/> 

This sample packet is a command from the Android to the RasberryPi that tells the 

quadcopter to go to the point (12.3,45.6,78.9) 

Most of the work has been done on the Navigation Drawer, it may seem like an 

insignificant amount of work but it took a great deal of time to get them working.  

 

 

 

 

 



REFLECTION ON GOALS AND TIMELINE 

I have been very good about setting relevant goals and following through with them 

each week. As for my timeline, I am off, but I am getting closer back to on time. The team 

and I are working harder to get back on track. Overall as a team we are very behind on our 

proposed timeline, not to lack of work or effort, but because we did not have had a full 

understanding of how much work this project would take. We have scaled back some of our 

end goals, for more reasonable goals. We have ruled out the possibility of autonomous flight 

and 3D pathfinding. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


